HID Integrale™
ELEVATE THE IDENTITY MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE

The pace of change in technology, not only
in identity, but in adjacent industries, is
immense.

Elevate the Identity
Management Experience
IDENTITY LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

A citizen only has one identity, but they may have many ways to that identity.
New technologies are enabling the citizen to take much greater ownership
of their data and share it as they feel appropriate. Meanwhile, multiple
departments, agencies or external entities, want to draw on a central identity
system to create credentials or assign privileges.
The pace of change in technology, not only in identity, but also in adjacent
industries, is immense. Identity strategies are evolving and the boundaries
between government identity and commerce are becoming blurred. This brings
challenges to ensure government identity ecosystems are compatible with
new services at any connection point in the identity lifecycle. HID Integrale™
elevates the identity management experience to meet these challenges.

-B R O C H U R E

Securing the Connection
Between Citizens and
Governments
E X PA N D S E R V I C E S

HID Integrale™ facilitates the growth of new and existing services for eGovernment through
its open architecture design. The use of APIs facilitates the use of web-based technologies,
authentication and payment services, while still being a good fit with current systems, legacy
hardware and administrative workflows.
FA C I L I TAT E A C C E S S

HID Integrale is built on the philosophy of mobile from anywhere, harnessing the positive forces
of personal mobile devices, increasing web service driven authentication and eSignature, as well
as strengthening federated identity provider authentication. By creating multiple touch points for
the citizens, adoption grows.
IMPROVE EXPERIENCE

HID Integrale offers customizable web gateway and portal access, self-service booking options
for appointments and push notifications to inform users of application status, deadlines,
appointments, collections and more, providing an excellent user experience for the citizen.
Integrale enables multiple options for secure access and provides support for self-sovereign
identity needs for citizens and governments.
M A N AG E A P P L I C AT I O N S

HID Integrale anticipates a citizen’s need for information about their application with built-in
application tracking and reporting features, application status API for connecting external webbased technologies and push notification system integration for e-mail and SMS messaging.
Keeping the citizen informed, either automatically or through ease of access ensures that
administrative resources are focused on efficient service delivery.

Next-Generation Identity
Management
MANAGE ONE IDENTITY

HID Integrale™ enables the creation and lifecycle management of physical or digital credentials
from a single identity. The concept of multi-agency credentials is also supported by a secure
open architecture which can handle data requests from external bodies.
A DA P TA B L E S E RV I C E S

That’s why HID Integrale is designed to comply with existing and new standards to allow
connection compliance, modular implementation and give the customer the freedom to build
and change application workflows. This wide compatibility anticipates updates in software
and technologies, allowing flexibility to choose the best fit, most efficient, financially attractive
solutions to meet strategic, social or economic needs.
E N S U R E C O M PAT I B I L I T Y

HID Integrale’s open architecture and service delivery applications give the flexibility to connect
to any new machine, hardware module, server, external database or API. It allows customers to
plan their identity strategies to incorporate new technologies, meet the user and convenience
expectations of their citizens and deliver workflow efficiencies.

Integrale is built on the philosophy of mobile
from anywhere, harnessing the positive forces
of personal mobile de vices...

T H E PA C E O F
CHANGE...
...and advance of
new technologies
can be overwhelming,
making the creation
of a new identity
management system
a complex challenge.

Modernizing Government
Processes
AU TO M AT E TA S K S

HID Integrale™ automates the routine, mundane tasks to allow administrators to focus on the
important decisions such as approvals, quality control interventions and inventory management
checks. This is done by interfacing with production flow, machine recognition and inventory
recording technologies to ensure that accuracy and security are always maintained to the
highest levels.
OPTIMIZE PROCESSES

HID Integrale supports the generation of application, process and efficiency data through both
preconfigured dash boards and customizable reporting tools. Insights are delivered in user
friendly formats to facilitate process, operational and inventory planning, as process security
is monitored to enable effective fraud detection and investigation.
U T I L I Z E DATA

HID Integrale facilitates data availability to third party users through the greater use of APIs while
still complying with data security and privacy standards. Data tokenization is supported ensuring
that the risk of data being compromised is minimal.
DRIVE EFFICIENCY

HID Integrale features quickly configured, user-friendly interfaces to support better adaptation
and fit the needs of individual operators. Customization tools enable process flows to be
configured to meet the customers’ business rules and ensure the best productivity from
administrative teams.

Driving Change Together
A C O L L A B O R AT I V E A P P R OAC H

The pace of change and advance of new technologies can be overwhelming, making the creation
of a new identity management system a complex challenge. HID Global consults with customers
to fully understand their requirements, pain points, scope, budgets and restrictions in order to
assist in creating the right solution. Our collaborative approach touches on all aspects of the
design process, from physical credentials through to intricate workflow design with the ambition
of delivering functional, efficient, flexible and future-proof identity services.
HID Global works with partners to devise business and licensing models which support their
needs across the duration of a contract. By using financial modeling tools, we examine each
potential scenario, forecasting potential outcomes to arrive at a mutually beneficial solution.

Citizens want to know the status of their
application, when they can expect documents
or when they need to attend in person.
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